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Infroduction:

The achievement of the contemporary Engrish writer peter
Shaffer engages a prominent position in modern British theatre. This is
mainly due to the various intellectual and artistic planes emanatlng
from his pla}rs. In his plays such as The Royal Hunt of the sun (r96a)
and Equus (1973), for instance, the author exerts immense efforts to
come to grips with many universal questions rike innate violencg the
unpredictability of human nature, the subversive effects of the
subconscious, man's predicament...etc. It is because ofthe vast range of
topics present in Shaffer's drama and his superb skill in combining
technical and thematic levels that his theater is rightly classified as
belonging to the "total theater of paul claude " r in its spectacular and
panoramic perspective as well as its highly impressive and suggestive
hanguage. Although many of his scenes are mainly derived from
historical events or actual anecdotes, particularly the pla3,s already
mentioned, there is always an unmistaliable tendency in his theatre to
I'use the historicar lvith the factual. literar and metaphoriqal, the

'erifiable 
and wishful. Hence c.J.Giankaras's judgment of shaffer,s art2 as lying in merging "the literal realism and the provocative abstract

pictorial". In plays like The Royal Hunt or Equus, there is a" great
nneasure of physical violence and brutarity, whereas the present pray is
permeated with stratagems, intrigues and barely concealed intents of
annihilating the famous composer (Amadeus Mozart) of the title. This
thematic line in shaffer's drama inevitably brings in line with the
theatre of Antonin Artaud, who hammered at the idea of cruolty and
theorized for in his book. The Theater and Its Double (193s) Artaud,s

t- M Morgan. u peter tffiJames vinson e-ondon:. Macmiila4i983), p. 234.
' ' c'J' Gianlcaras Peter Shaffer: A casebook (-ondon:. Garland pubrishing r99l) p. 4.


















































